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Abstract Mathematics classrooms instruction in Nigeria secondary schools has been termed a major problem to both teachers and their students. Most classroom activities are teacher-centred with students as mere listeners and recipients of knowledge rather than being active initiators of their knowledge. This paper seeks to investigate the effects of introducing inclusion to Nigerian mathematics classroom in combating these problems. Four mathematics teachers taught senior secondary mathematics in three secondary schools in Northern Nigeria for fifteen weeks, adopting the concept of inclusion in their classroom teaching. Using the qualitative case study approach, the researcher used students’ interviews and focus group discussions to determine the perceptions, strategies and benefits of using inclusive strategy to mathematics classroom instruction to collect data for this paper. Data collected from focus group interviews were analyzed using grounded theory approach. The results of the study revealed positive changes in students’ attitude towards mathematics classroom instruction. This also helped to facilitate students’ engagement, collaboration and interest in mathematics during the research as the students felt included in the mathematics classroom instruction. The researcher therefore suggested that adoption of an inclusive mathematics classroom in Nigeria will enable student learning and reduced the teachers domineering attitude during mathematics classroom instruction.
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1. Introduction

Adopting quality classroom teaching strategies for effective instruction had generated serious debate and ideological controversy among classroom teachers, teacher educators and researchers in mathematics education. Prominent among the controversies on the development of quality classroom instructional strategies is the call for a shift from the traditional mathematics classroom instruction to more student-centred constructivist approaches [13, 38, 46 & 47]. This suggests that understanding the strategies to be adopted in sharing knowledge with future generations of teachers, engineers and other mathematical related fields is a necessary ingredient to achieving quality mathematics classroom instruction [26]. For example, John Dewey was of the view that one of the saddest things about mathematics classroom instruction is the lack of wisdom of most of our experience and successful mathematics teachers to transfer their knowledge and experiences to the inexperience and preservice teachers [44].

Lack of these, according to Abdulahi [1] and Ogbeba [36], had reduced classroom instruction to mere descriptive exercises through the use of the traditional teaching approaches with little or no student-centred learning. Perhaps, that is why Ayodele [8] suggested that the use of inappropriate non-effective teaching strategies is a major factor hindering students’ understanding and achievement in mathematics. For example, Ayodele [8] and Bature and Jibrin [13] asserted that effective teaching of mathematics do not require theoretical and lecture teaching approaches or the applications of the teacher-chalk teaching approaches that had dominated most Nigerian mathematics classrooms. Rather, they asserted that effective mathematics teacher sometimes need to analyses the effectiveness of their classroom instruction in relation to students’ academic and social needs and make effort to ensure that they aligned their classroom instruction in the way that will assist students to achieve these academics and social needs.

Similarly, the connection between effective instruction and positive student social behaviour during mathematics classroom instruction is an important ingredient, which according to Scott, Nelson, and Liaupsin, [39] is a well-established phenomenon in literature. One of these positive students social behaviour is the driving force in this
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In paper, which is the concept of inclusivity as a tool for achieving quality mathematics classroom instruction. Therefore, the aim of this study is to investigate the effectiveness of using inclusivity as a tool for achieving quality mathematics classroom instruction in Nigerian Mathematics classroom. Three research questions guided the study and these include:

1. What were the perceptions of the students on the initial implementation of inclusive classrooms created by the preservice Mathematics teachers?
2. What inclusive classroom strategies were employed by the preservice Mathematics teachers during their classroom instruction as perceived by the focus group students?
3. What are the benefits of these strategies on student’s participation and engagement in classroom instruction?

Inclusion is generally an acceptable services and instruction provided by a mathematics teacher to students with diverse background [29, 31 & 41]. These services provided must be appropriate to the general instructions in the classroom. According to Ajunwons, [4] inclusiveness is a process of enhancing the capacity of classroom instruction to reach out to students with diverse abilities and background. The basis of these inclusions is to help students with special needs have the right to benefits from whatever activities going on in the classroom. This inclusive mathematics classroom instruction is that mathematics classroom where all students, regardless of strength or weakness, ability or disability, gender or socioeconomic background are given equal access to mathematics content and its pedagogies during mathematics classroom instruction [7, & 14]. Barker, Frederiks and Farrely [10] were of the view that an inclusive mathematics classroom is that classroom where both students and their mathematics alike recognize, appreciate and capitalize on the difference and diversities found in the class to enrich the overall learning experiences of students during classroom instruction. This could be achieved through providing the students with the needed modifications and supports alongside their peers during classroom instruction [4].

While inclusive classroom teaching strategies could be view as any mathematics classroom teaching approaches that addresses the needs of students from varied backgrounds, learning styles, and abilities [6]. It is also pertinent to note here that sometimes, inclusive classroom teaching strategies could influence mathematics teachers to work with the whole class, small groups, and/or taking individual students on one-on-one with them. However Ajunwons [3] suggested that children with learning disabilities can only be removed from the regular classroom environment when the nature or severity of their disability is such that education in regular classes even with the use of supplementary services cannot be accomplished. Baseline levels of students also sometimes influence or inform mathematics teachers’ decision while adopting inclusive classroom teaching strategies particularly students with special needs [6] this can inform the decision of the mathematics teacher whether his/her students need direct or individual skill instruction, practice, and remediation and/or enrichment programs [7&14]. Inclusive mathematics classroom instruction at its best moments involves both general and special education mathematics teachers forming collaborative respectful partnerships that honor all students with diverse need and from different levels [7].

These strategies contribute to an overall inclusive learning environment, in which students feel equally valued irrespective or abilities or disabilities. Therefore, it is important that the pedagogical strategies we employ in the classroom during mathematics classroom instruction should reflect an understanding of the different students’ identities that exist in the mathematics classroom so that we can anticipate the tensions that might occur in the classroom and be proactive about them [6]. Therefore, fostering inclusivity during mathematics classroom will encourage students irrespective of their age, gender, ethnicity, religious affiliation, socioeconomic status, sexual orientation or political beliefs with the aims of developing students’ social and academic skills [9, 16, &23]. Similarly, this suggest that providing equal opportunity with some motivation and attention to all students irrespective of ability, gender or socioeconomic status during classroom instruction can also help improved students participation and engagement in mathematics and mathematics-related subjects [22 & 30].

Considering the importance of increasing inclusivity during mathematics classroom instruction, Greer [25] suggested two overarching issues that could help promote and increase inclusivity particularly to mathematics classroom instruction. The first issue is that of fostering the feelings of student belongingness during mathematics classroom instruction. Literature has it that in most mathematics classrooms, students enter what they perceived to be an unwelcoming or even hostile and unfriendly mathematics classroom [17 & 28] particularly, in Nigeria and in other countries where teacher-centred traditional classroom instruction dominates mathematics classroom activities which cannot fostered effective inclusivity. Therefore to assist students overcome these challenges mathematics teachers need to create a sense of belonging among students during classroom instruction.

Therefore, in increasing a sense of belonging among students during mathematics classroom instruction, Locks, Hurtado, Bowman, & Oseguera, [32. p279] suggested that mathematics teachers have the role of building relationships among students and developing multicultural skills that will forester this relationship during mathematics classroom instruction, particularly in diverse multicultural backgrounds of Nigerian mathematics classrooms. Mathematics teachers, according to Hurtado, [27] must also ensure that students of underrepresented populations have the needed support to be academically successful during mathematics classroom instruction. The mathematics teacher must also work hard by enhancing students’ ability to participate in a pluralistic, and interdependent classroom activities which in turn will
increase the level of students engagement and participation in mathematics classroom activities [11].

Studies on inclusivity had repeatedly showed that positive and diverse interactions between students and their teachers and among students’ increases when teachers identify, recognize and provide sense of belonging to students during mathematics classroom instruction [11 & 32]. Greer [25] in his own study suggested that the identification of student cultures and the fostering of positive diversity and experiences among students during mathematics classroom instruction will helped students during classroom instruction to feel valued and part of the classroom community, while the interactions that result in feelings of social anxiety and fear during classroom instructions can decrease students sense of belonging and engagement during mathematics classroom instruction [11].

The second issue of inclusivity raised by Greer [25] which could be discussed in relation to mathematics classroom instruction is the stereotype threat mathematics teachers particularly in Nigerian demonstrate during classroom instruction. This could be refers to as the fear of confirming a negative stereotype behaviour exhibited by the teacher or the dominant group during mathematics classroom instruction [34 & 35]. This type of fear can create high cognitive load and reduce academic focus and performance [43] among students. The effects of these stereotype threats to students during mathematics classroom instruction particularly in the Nigerian mathematics classrooms had impacted negatively too many students, particularly students from a less dominant group or from low socio-economic backgrounds [34 & 35].

Several studies in literature had suggested that stereotype threat significantly reduces performance of students particularly among the undergraduates’ students of less privileged socioeconomic group [18, 42, & 43]. Similarly, female senior secondary schools students who tend to exhibit some level of appreciable performance academically in mathematics and science tend to suffer the same fate in most Nigerian mathematics classrooms [11, 12 & 24]. Stereotype threat is especially detrimental to students who identify strongly with the stigmatized group as suggested by Marx, Stapel, & Muller, [33]. To increase inclusivity during mathematics classroom instruction therefore, mathematics teachers must make concerted effort in identifying and eliminating stereotype threat during their classroom instructions. Such mathematics teachers should also make it a central goal to increasing inclusivity during their mathematics classroom instruction.

Developing effective inclusivity and fostering diversity during Mathematics classroom instructions among students is a very important factor to achieving quality mathematics classroom practice. Greer [25] was of the view that, encouraging effective classroom discussion among students, is believed to be one of the effective strategies for fostering diversity among students, especially by introducing medium-sized mathematics classroom which could be viewed as grouping of students into small groups. Similarly, developing inclusive mathematics classroom instructions as a tool for influencing students’ attitudes, feelings and behaviour could easily be achieved through the recognition of diversities found in the mathematics classroom and thereby influence the achieving of quality classroom practice.

2. Materials and Methods

This research adopts a qualitative collaborative case study of four preservice teachers through a community of practice approach to seek data for this study. The collaborative approach in this research is the form of collaborative research where two or more people are involved in working together either through natural and social settings with the view to improve their practice. Working together through a community of practice help teachers take holistic approach in tackling classroom challenges and or problems that one teacher can hardly confront working alone.

Four Preservice Mathematics teachers taught mathematics in four classes in three secondary schools in Bauchi, Plateau and Kaduna states of Nigeria for a period of fifteen weeks. The researcher observed each of the preservice teachers for a period of ten weeks between October and December 2011 and again for five weeks between February and March 2013.

Six senior secondary two students (Pseudonyms: Jane, Janet and Julie girls and Mike, Michael and Mark boys) were purposively selected for a focus group discussion with the researcher on the classroom teaching of the four teachers which constituted the major data for this study. In the second phase of the research, the researcher interacted also with six senior secondary one students (pseudonyms: Jenifer, Juliet, Jasmin, girls and Jerome, Bosam, and James) for the purpose of collecting their own views on the inclusive classroom created. The students were also purposively selected for an interaction with the researcher. The researcher also interacted with each of the teachers throughout the observations period. Classroom instructions were videotaped. Data analyzed in this paper concentrated on the views of the six focus group students about the inclusive classroom settings created by the preservice teachers in the first phase of the research. However, few reference s were made on the second phase of the research. The grounded theory approach was adopted to analyze the data collected.

3. Results

Three research questions were postulated to guide this study. First, the researcher discussed the initial practice of the preservice teachers using inclusive classrooms instruction. Second, the researcher discussed the strategies adopted by the preservice teachers to implement inclusive classroom instruction during their classroom practice. And finally, the researcher discussed the benefits of introducing inclusive classrooms in the Nigerian mathematics classrooms.
Response to Research Question 1

What were the perceptions of the students on the initial implementation of inclusive classrooms created by the preservice mathematics teachers?

Data collected suggested that students’ initial views of the preservice mathematics teachers’ classrooms were that of fear, anxiety and timidity. This is because of the unfriendly approach to classroom instruction adopted by the preservice mathematics teachers that were used in this study. One of the student during the focus group discussion asserted that most of the preservice mathematics teachers during the classroom instruction concentrated on their usual traditional classroom practice with no provision for students’ inclusion.

“Before..., the mathematics teacher will just come and be talking..., talking..., talking..., you sometimes find it difficult to understand what he is saying and you dare not talk.” (Janet)

In support of the view of Janet, Mike commented that;

“Sometimes, the way the teachers address students makes them dislike mathematics and indeed the mathematics teacher ... I mean the teachers approach to the student is not friendly.” (Mike)

From the view of the students above it is pertinent to note that the attitude of teachers to teaching and to the students affects students’ inclusion during mathematics classroom instruction. In view of this, mike was of the view that this leads to students’ exclusion and further leads to disengagement during classroom instruction. The focus group students were further of the view that some of these young adult feels humiliated during classroom practice.

Some students’ sometimes feel humiliated and sometimes say the mathematics teacher is wicked. He is not friendly, and hence they will not like his teaching no matter how good the teacher is. (Mike)

However, as the research progresses, students’ views of the new classroom setting created by the teachers improved. This suggests that if mathematics teachers create classrooms that are inclusive, students participating in such classroom instruction will improve. Janet supported this assertion when commenting on the classrooms environment created by one of the preservice teachers.

The concept of inclusion... makes all students equal..., teachers were not harsh and hard on students... there was cordial relationship between teachers and students and everybody was regarded and respected..., a mathematics teacher that is friendly listened to every student, and every student contributes to his classroom teaching and had his/her opinion counts. (Janet)

Similarly Julie added by saying that,

The teachers were friendly..., carry everybody in the class along..., recognize the different kind of people in the class..., nobody feels inferior or superior..., boys and girls were recognized and respected. (Julie)

Response to Research Question 2

What inclusive classroom strategies were employed by the preservice Mathematics teachers during their classroom instruction as perceived by the focus group students?

Data collected suggested that the preservice teachers made students sit in groups as against the traditional congregational classroom seating that prevails in Nigerian mathematics classrooms. This suggested the first strategy the preservice teachers adapted to achieve inclusivity during their classroom instruction. Jane was first to identify this and said,

“We were fixed to sit in groups like in a circular form, and we were made to interact with one another in the class, that encourages the slow learners and they were not left out they were carried along.” (Jane)

Another inclusive strategy adopted by the preservice teachers during their classroom instruction according to focus group discussion students was the introduction of the collaboration to problem solving. Even though this was initially resisted by the students in the first class as claimed by one of the students...

“This was very strange..., I thought we have been taught that when problems are given in the class we should cover our work or we should not allow anybody to see what we are doing..., but asking us to work together looks strange..., sincerely to tell you the truth I initially felt this is morally wrong..., as if these teachers did not know that this is a mission school..., but our teachers were with them and supported it..., it was strange..., but as we progressed I discovered I learnt more from my colleagues especially as you know mathematics is a very difficult subject..., (laugh....)” (Juliet)

From Julie’s comment above, it shows that as the preservice teachers progressed, the students tend to have a change of attitude to the new classroom instruction created by the preservice teachers. According to the focus group students, the teachers made sure students collaborated during their classroom instruction. Students were made to share their ideas and understandings with their colleagues thereby creating opportunities for assisting one another particularly students with learning challenges. For example Mike was of the view that:

“I might have no idea at all but mixing up with other students I means my classmates makes it easier..., when I have the idea of step one..., another students have the idea of step two... step three..., when we put the ideas together it helps us get the solution faster..... You also learnt faster than when you are working alone depending only on the teacher.” (Jenifer)

Another student also said;

“To me, I like this type of approach..., because before I preferred working on my own..., this is because I
suggested that if girls are given equal opportunities to participate in classroom activities during classroom instruction as boys, they can perform even better. Janet supported this assertion by saying,

“The mathematics teachers recognize the presence of females’ students during their classroom teaching… not that the males students were neglected…, but because the teachers recognized that we females’ students sometimes feels mathematics is for boys and not girls”. (Jane)

Finally, the teachers also adopted a student-centred learning approach to their classroom instruction. The students were of the view that they were made to take responsibility for their learning. This provided opportunities for the students to direct their learning with teachers working as mere participants in the classroom. It also provided opportunities for students to assist one another on areas they discovered difficult particularly students with learning challenges. Jane observed that:

“The seating positions created by the mathematics teachers tend to encourage slow learners. We were fixed to sit in groups like in a circular form, and we were made to interact with one another in the class, that encouraged the slow learners and they were not left out…, they were carried along. It also made us so engaged; we debated and defended our solutions… and everybody was contributing his or her ideas in the class.” (Jane)

Response to Research Question 3

What are the benefits of these strategies on student’s participation and engagement in Mathematics classroom instruction?

Data collected from the focus group students revealed benefits associated with inclusive classrooms were identified by the students. Some of these benefits were includes; Inclusive classrooms encourages slow learners and makes learning all-inclusive. This suggests that when mathematics teachers create classroom that are inclusive slow learners are helped and assisted during the classroom instruction.

“The sitting posture created by the mathematics teachers’ tends to encourage slow learners. We were fixed to sit in groups like in a circular form, and we were made to interact with with another in the class, that encourage the slow learners and they were not left out…, they were carried along. It also made us so engaged.” (Jane).

Julie supported Jane by saying;

“The dormant group were fully recognized and carried along. Every student’s opinion was respected…; the teacher made sure everybody was carried along and was be able to solve problems, which means she wanted everybody to be involved.” (Julie)

Similarly, when teachers created classroom environment that are inclusive, classroom barriers especially teacher/students and student/student relationship improve. This created a room where students’ views were respected according to Julie who asserted that “every student’s opinion was respected…: (Julie)” while Jane was of the view that inclusive classrooms encourage cooperation among students where useful and meaningful ideas are shared and learnt between students;

“Inclusion makes us identify some good things others know that we do not know…. I discovered we all worked with passion and make everybody involved…, whatever idea you have you simply say it and nobody said anything against it but rather your simple ideas is digested and help leads to the solution.” (Jane)

In supporting the view of Jane, Mark asserted that if an inclusive classroom students are brought together to see mathematics problems given to them as a general problem, that can best be solved collaboratively.

“The approach brings all students together to see mathematics as a common problem not as an individual problem. The approach was very interesting, we sit in groups to solve the problems together, and we worked on our own, without the unnecessary interference from our teacher.” (Mark).

In supporting the view of Mark, Julie, commented on the inclusive classroom created by their teachers and was of the view that,

“This is not only you alone thinking on how to solve a particular problem, the thinking is in a group, by the time we join our heads together and think on a solution to a particular mathematics problem, you bring your idea… I bring my idea…, the solution becomes easier.” (Julie)

Thirdly, the focus group students were of the view that inclusive classroom encourage gender inclusion. This implies that effective mathematics classrooms are those that make equal learning opportunities for both males and females students during classroom instructions. Janet supported this assertion by saying that;

“The teacher was in the kind of encouraged the girls in
the class, that they can also do well in mathematics and even better than the domineering boys. It is generally believed that boys are usually regarded as the mathematics Gurus because everybody believed that girls are always left behind in mathematics. But the teachers made us to understand that it is not true, we female students can do it also and even better, so the girls were encouraged by their encouragement.” (Janet)

Janet went further to buttressed her view by saying,

“Seeing a female teacher teaching mathematics also made a world of difference and encouragement in the part of the girls in the class.” (Janet)

Finally, data collected in this research suggested that inclusive classrooms provide opportunity for students to help one another. This suggests that when mathematics teachers create classrooms that are inclusive, students are supported to learn from their colleagues and not necessarily from their teachers. While commenting on the beauty of inclusivity and its attendant benefit to classroom instruction Jane asserted that,

“It’s like someone is always there... very close to you... to say, O Girl? Is there any problem? Do it this way, this way, and this way... the classmates also... the teacher... is always there... willing to assist... willing to show the way.” (Jane)

Similarly, Janet made a similar view with that of Jane, however, added that beautiful lessons are learnt from one another when mathematics teachers create classrooms that are inclusive.

“Inclusion makes us identify some good things others know that we don’t know…. I discovered we all worked with passion and make everybody involved.... whatever idea you have you simply say it and nobody said anything against it but rather your simple ideas is digested and help leads to the solution.” (Janet)

4. Discussions

The findings of this study suggest that the preservice teachers started their classroom instruction with the usual traditional classroom instruction they were conversant with. Some of the issues identified by the focus group students as traditional in the initial classroom instruction of the preservice teachers were the general stereotype threat in the traditional Nigerian teacher-student relationship which according Bature and Bature [12] and Marx, Stapel, and Muller, [33] is detrimental to students’ inclusion and engagement during classroom instruction. The effect of this poor teacher-student relationship was identified by Murdock & Hoque, [34] and Murdock & Swanson, [35] as having negative impact on students’ social behaviour particularly students from the low socio-economic group which was also observed by the focus group students in the study which according Steel and Aronso [43] sometimes create high cognitive load and thereby reduce students’ performances.

However, there were elements of improvement in the classroom instruction of the preservice teachers as the research progresses. Similarly from the response of the students in research question two, the study suggested that some strategies were adopted by the preservice teachers to encourage effective inclusion. Some of the strategies identified include grouping students into smaller strata, encouraging collaboration among students, and adopting gender inclusion by involving both boys and girls in the classroom activities. This supports the findings of Bature, [11]; Greer [25] and Locks et al, [32] who were of the view that inclusivity had repeatedly showed that positive and diverse interactions between students and their teachers and between students increases when teachers identify, recognize and provide sense of belonging to students during mathematics classroom instruction, while Ajunwo [4] believed that effective classroom inclusion can likely translate into instructional approaches that will better meet the needs of the heterogeneous classroom groupings.

The result of the study suggests that providing equal opportunity with some motivation and attention to all students irrespective of ability, gender or socioeconomic status during classroom instruction will help improved students participation in mathematics and mathematics related subjects, [22 & 30]. For example in Nigerian classrooms, girls generally feels mathematics is male-gender related; while females are better-off in areas involving linguistic and arts related professions, similarly in their view Fennema and Sherman [19 & 20] believed that the usefulness of, and confidence exhibited in learning mathematics, among males students provide more evidence that they are more confident about mathematics and therefore believed that mathematics was, and would be, more useful to males than females students. However, the findings of the study, suggested that there is no sharp contradiction on the believed of Fennema and Sherman [19 & 20] and the findings of the study on Gender. It was observed from the study that if girls are given equal opportunity to strive in their studies as their male counterparts, they could also be observed to be better mathematics students.

In view of the above, it suffices to suggest that providing classrooms that are inclusive for every student in the class irrespective of gender, ability, or socioeconomic status during mathematics classroom instruction is very important and relevant in the light of recurring questions about how to capture students interested and involvement in mathematics and mathematics related disciplines [2, 6 & 21]. This can only be achieved if mathematics teachers adopt strategies and techniques that will foster effective integration and inclusion during mathematics classroom instruction [15 & 37] in which some of these strategies were identified in this study. Findings from previous researches also suggested that, the ultimate goal of inclusion is to create classrooms were mathematics teachers are prepared to recognize all students and create opportunities for all students to participate equally in all aspects of mathematics classroom learning [40 & 45].
5. Conclusions

It is therefore recommended that teachers of mathematics as administrators of classroom instructions should endeavor to understand the educational techniques that will improve students’ interest and engagement in mathematics classroom teaching, which, the adoption of inclusivity during mathematics classroom is highly recommended. This is because; if mathematics teachers take positive measures to provide classrooms that are inclusive and participatory to all students irrespective of ability, gender or socioeconomic status positive engagement in mathematics will be achieved. It is also very important for mathematics teachers to note that the proponents of the policy on inclusive education are now reaffirming their commitment to education for all [4]. Therefore in acknowledging the urgency of providing mathematics classrooms for the marginalized students during classroom instruction, teachers of mathematics should take into account the socio-cultural identities present in their classrooms profitably during their classroom instruction. Finally, as earlier stated in this paper, mathematics teachers should make effort to develop socio-cultural identities that can anticipate challenges that might occur during their classroom instruction and take proactive steps to combat such challenges before they affect the effectiveness of students’ engagement and participation during mathematics classroom instruction [5].
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